Gradientless temperature-driven rotating motor from a double-walled carbon nanotube.
Rotation of the inner tube in a double-walled carbon nanotube (DWCNT) system with a fixed outer tube is investigated and found to be inducible by a relatively high uniform temperature (say, 300 K). We also found the mechanism of a gradientless temperature-driven rotating motor lies in the inner tube losing its geometric symmetry in a high-temperature field. This mechanism can be taken as a guide for designing a motor from such a bi-tube system. Using a computational molecular dynamics (CMD) approach and the adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO) potential, the dynamic behavior of a bi-tube system subjected to uniformly distributed temperature is studied. In particular, the effects of environmental temperature, boundary conditions of the outer tube, and intertube gap on the dynamic behavior of the bi-tube system are investigated. Numerical examples show that a bi-tube system with the inner tube having 0.335 nm of interlayer gap produces the highest rotational speed.